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JACFA GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

Thursday, March 11, 2021 at 5:30 p.m. 
 

Maria Mastorakos (chair of the assembly) called the meeting to order at 5:35 p.m. She welcomed an 

invited guest, Phil Lagogiannis from the FNEEQ negotiation committee, to the meeting. 

 

Alex Panassenko explained that due to changes in Zoom, we can no longer vote through the Reactions 

(the results disappear), so we will vote by raising hands (virtually), which is also found in Reactions. 

. 

1. Adoption of Agenda 
Adopted as presented 

2. Adoption of Minutes of GA of December 9th, 2020 
Approved as presented 

 
3. Announcements  

- Plan for next GA for F2021 plans 
Roy Fu noted that chairs are being surveyed about their department’s reaction to the 
College’s Plan A and Plan B for next semester. After the results are compiled, we will 
present them and discuss Fall 2021 at a future general assembly. 

- CRT allocation March 24 
Stephen Bryce reported that the College has called the first Labour Relations Committee 
(aka CRT) meeting to discuss the 2021-2022 allocation project for Wednesday, March 24 at 
2:30 p.m. Chairs should have been consulted by the Program Deans by now about the 
projected numbers for next year. 

4. Donation to JAC Creative Writing Competition 
4.1. Motion: BIRT JACFA donates $200 to the JAC Creative Writing Competition. Moved by 

Claire Russell, seconded by Martin Poirier 

Claire explained that the Quebec Writers Federation is holding a competition this year for 

college students only, 3 per college. An internal JAC competition is being organized, and 

this donation would be used to purchase prizes for the winners. JACFA’s donation would 

match the College’s contribution.  

Frank Lo Vasco moved, seconded by Jeffrey Brown, to call the question. Carried.  

The main motion was carried. 
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5. Financial Statement Update 
5.1. Motion: BIRT the 2019-2020 JACFA Financial Statement be approved. 

Alex Panassenko, the JACFA Treasurer, reported that receipts are up, mostly due to the 
pay increase that we received in April 2018 producing more from union dues. Delegate 
expense reimbursements (from FNEEQ) were down due to reduced expenditures (FNEEQ 
meetings went online last March and many year-end meetings were cancelled or online. 
On Disbursements, the fixed proportion of our dues that go to CSN, FNEEQ and CCMM 
increased with our dues receipts. We spent less on teacher replacements and the social 
budget went down – no Soup Lunch or BBQ at end of year, and our donations went down. 
As a result, out net income increased, so our JACFA Strike Fund is up to $400k. 
Alex reported that the Financial Review Committee has met and recommends the 
approval of the financial statement. 
  

6. Motion to Increase Pressure Tactics in the Workplace 
6.1. Motion:BIRT the general assembly provide the mandate to intensify pressure tactics in the 

workplace while taking into account the health situation and to plan a strike at an 
appropriate time. (FNEEQ Motion) 
Roy Fu explained that this is a motion that comes from FNEEQ and it is being voted on at 
all colleges. It is not amendable (if we amend, it is counted as a vote against).  
The CSN and FNEEQ Negotiations teams report that that negotations at both the central 
table (salaries, pensions, parental rights) as well as at the sectoral table (issues specific to 
FNEEQ CEGEP teachers) are at an impasse – nothing is happening. We are being asked to 
step up measures for online and distance teaching pressure tactics and start to organize 
for eventual strike action.  
The JACFA Executive agrees with CSN and FNEEQ assessment and supports the motion. 
The sectoral table was going well last year (on low-cost issues) but has stalled now. 
Improving working conditions and salaries in ContEd, needed adjustments the CI in 
health-care disciplines (due to internships), resources for dealing with special needs 
students, adequate resources for coordination of stages, negotiating viable workload 
parameters for online/distance teaching are all stalled. FNEEQ has estimated the total 
cost of its demands at $50 million, which is not excessive. 
At the central table, the government has offered over three years 1.75%/1.75%/1.25% 
plus some lump sum amounts which do not change future salary structure. The CSN is 
asking for a fixed $2 increase in the first year, which will mainly benefit low-paid workers 
in health care (some of whom make only a little more than minimum wage). No inflation 
mechanism being offered. The government is also refusing to agree to divest our pension 
fund from fossil fuel companies. 
We are therefore preparing to enter a disruption phase. This motion is not, however a 
vote giving a mandate for a strike action – this may come later, possibly later this spring, 
and strike action may be possible late in the spring or next fall. 
The JACFA Executive believes that, despite the pandemic conditions, this a step we need 
to make to advance our sectoral and central table demands.  
 
Questions:  

• What does “intensified” pressure tactics mean? We do not know yet, but they will 
be presented and adopted at a later GA. In the past they have included boycotting 
committees, in the current context, they could be concerted online actions, etc.  
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• Why is the demand for increased stage coordination only for health-care 
programs? Phil Lagogiannis explained how negotiations have gone in pandemic 
context, with a prioritized list of demands that was supposed to lead to a 
resolution by this summer. Roy noted that the demand for more stage 
coordination resources is not limited to health-sector programs. But health-sector 
programs have a particular problem with hospitals demanding lower student-
teacher ratios in stage settings.  

• The importance of our pension fund’s divestment from the fossil fuel industry was 
stressed. It was noted that this does not cost the government money and it is 
necessary to do this sooner rather than later.  

• A question was asked about the demand related to online teaching – we are 
already seeing that it is blended learning that is going to be the issue. Why are we 
demanding that all online teaching be synchronous? Does this work within the 
collective agreement, which gives control of teaching methods to departments? 
Our current experience is changing many teachers’ minds about online learning. 
Phil responded that our demand is for more oversight by departments, not less (as 
well as by CRT and Academic Council). On workload for online teaching, the 
demand is limited – that online courses should count as a separate preparation 
and an automatic 20% release be attached to all distance learning courses to 
recognize extra student support. We would expect this will be a more important 
issue in our next collective agreement negotiations (this is only a three-year 
contract). 

• How would a strike vote work in an online context? Phil L responded that the CSN 
will support unions in making sure that strike votes are done securely on special 
voting software.  

There being no one left on the speakers’ list, the Chair called for the vote – the motion 
was carried unanimously. 
 

7. Strike Pay  
7.1. Motion: BIRT JACFA set the daily strike pay amount for the current round of Collective 

Agreement negotiations at $120 per full day, or $60 per half day. 
Stephen Bryce explained that as we head into the more disruptive phase of the 
negotiations, we usually set the amount of strike pay per day to be paid. Our finances are 
good and the JACFA Executive is recommending that we increase strike pay from $100 to 
$120 per day. Roy Fu noted that the CSN’s Professional Defence Fund’s rules have 
changed so that now we can access the fund (at $50 per day) after the third day of a 
strike. 
 
There being no debate, the chair put the motion to the assembly and the motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
Having reached the end of the agenda, the chair adjourned the meeting at 6:48 p.m. 
 


